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Using the language of Geneva Gay,  effective teaching for diverse
learners calls on us to

care about students
(be interested
enjoy their company)

But not stop there.

It calls on us to care for them 
as well!

(see to their welfare
see that they have 
what they need to 
build a good life)

What it Means to Teach Diverse Learners Well

When the teacher enters the classroom, he sees children 

who are big and small, coarse and finely featured; he sees 
sullen faces and noble appearances, ill-shaped and 
well-proportioned bodies—as if they were the 
representation of creation.  And his glance, the glance
of the educator, embraces them all and takes them all in.  
In that gesture lies the vocation, the greatness of the 
educator.  The pedagogical love of the educator for 
these children becomes the precondition for a
relationship to grow.

Adapted slightly from van Manen, M. (1991). The tact of teaching: Toward a 
pedagogy of thoughtfulness.  Albany, NY: State University of New York, p. 66.
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What would we do in terms of 
Instruction if we made decisions 

from a position of 
“advanced” moral 

or ethical development—
If  that were our “North”?

Obedience
(Because the
rules say so)

Self Interest
(Because it
works for me)

Conformity
Relationship
(Because people
will think well of me)

Compromise
Social Contract
(Because it will
serve us all well)

Ethical 
Principles
(Because it’s
right)

Assumption:

The teacher’s overriding moral purpose is to meet the 
needs of students, even when it conflicts with personal 
preferences.

Assessment as Learning, Using Classroom Assessment To Maximize Student Learning
by Lorna M. Earl, Corwin Press (2003), p. 111
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1) When is it acceptable for students to work regularly with assignments 
and instruction that is either consistently too difficult for them or
consistently too easy for them?

2) When is it acceptable for some students to consistently experience rich,
high quality curriculum and instruction and for others to consistently
experience lower quality curriculum and instruction?

• Doesn’t work (can’t)
• Frustrates teachers & students

Heterogeneous 
Classes—Little 
Attention to 
Differences

• Preferred by many teachers
• Research doesn’t support it

Homogeneous 
Classes by 

Perceived Ability

• Can allow equity of access to high 
quality learning opportunity

• Manifests a growth mindset

Heterogeneous 
Classes with 
Attention to 
Differences
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The first and fundamental challenge for teachers is to embrace students
as three-dimensional creatures, as distinct human beings with hearts
and minds and skills and dreams and capacities of their own, as whole
people much like ourselves.

This embrace is initially an act of faith—we must assume capacity even
when it is not immediately apparent or visible.  We must hew to
“the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen”—
because we work most often where
aggregating and grouping kids on the
flimsiest of evidence is the prevailing 
common sense, where the toxic
habit of labeling youngsters on the 
basis of their deficits is commonplace.

Ayres, W. (2010). To teach: The journey of a teacher (3rdEd.).   
New York: Columbia University Press.
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• angry
• resentful
• frustrated
• lonely
• different
• confused
• isolated
• inferior
• worthless
• invisible
• substandard
• unwanted
• untrusted
• unaccepted
• closed
• ashamed

Responses to the questions,
“How did you feel when you were . . .”

• proud
• secure
• special
• comfortable
• recognized
• confident
• happy
• excited
• trusted
• cared about
• liked
• accepted

• appreciated
• reinforced
• loved
• grateful
• normal
• open
• positive
• nurtured
• important
• responsive
• grown up

INCLUDED

CREATING AN INCLUSIVE SCHOOL
EDITORS: VILLA AND THJOUSAND

ASCD  • P.6

EXCLUDED

In today’s Information Age . . . 
educators must operate from the premise

that it is the purpose of schools
to bring all students to their full potential 

and to a level of education
that was once reserved

for the very few.

Professional Learning Communities at Work:
Best Practices for Enhancing Student Achievement

by Richard DuFour & Robert Eaker
1998, ASCD • pp. 62

To the degree that this statement is correct (and our best knowledge
indicates that it is correct),

We need schools designed to give all students equity of access to excellent
educational opportunity.

In many, if not most, schools, we fall short of that standard.
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A Pedagogy of Poverty

§giving information 
§ asking right answer

questions
§ giving directions
§ giving low level tasks
§ monitoring seatwork
§ reviewing
§ giving tests
§ going over tests

§assigning homework
§ going over homework
§ settling disputes
§ punishing noncompliance
§ grading papers
§ giving grades

M.Haberman • “The Pedagogy of  Poverty vs. Good Teaching” 
Phi Delta Kappan, 1991 • 290-294

A PEDAGOGY OF PLENTY

authentic tasks
meaning-driven curriculum
literacy-rich environment
quality resources
connecting school with home,
culture and community

problem-focused learning
cognitive and metacognition
in the context of purposeful
activities

collaborative work on issues
of deep concern to the 
students
varied social configuration
engagement in substantive
dialogue, discussion, debate
about the substance of content
making meaning

Helen Hodges • Overcoming a Pedagogy of Poverty”
R.Cole, Ed. More Strategies for Educating Everybody’s Children

ASCD, 2001 * p. 1 -9

A question for 
your consideration…

Based on your experience, what proportion of students who are taught in low level or
remedial groups/classes move on to catch up with or surpass the achievement of

peers in higher level groups/classes?
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What kinds of schools do we need?

School model Ethos Key process

Talent refineries School must provide 
opportunities for students 
to show what they can do

Ensuring good teaching and 
syllabus coverage

Talent 
incubators

All students students can 
learn, but not all students 
can achieve at high levels

Drawing out what is within 
the student

Talent factories All students can achieve at 
high levels

Whatever it takes

Dylan Wiliam

Equity & Excellence in Today’s Schools
Will Most Likely Result From:

Proliferation of  the “Pedagogy of  Plenty”

High ceilings/High relevance/ High personalization

Struggling and typical 
learners

Best practice literacy and 
scaffolding

Advanced and advancing 
learners

Best practice 
Extension of challenge

Retain and extend access to 
equity  & excellence

Provide access to 
equity  and excellence

In an environment 
of
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TASKS:
Clear KUDs
Require careful thought
Focus on understanding
Problems to solve/Issues to address
Use key knowledge & skills to explore,

or extend understandings
Authentic
Require support, explanation, application,

evaluation, transfer
Criteria at or above “meets expectations”
Require metacognition, reflection, planning,

evaluating
Begin with complex task and scaffold to enable

many more students to achieve it  
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SCAFFOLDING CHALLENGE

INITIAL CHALLENGE TRAITS AND KUDS REMAIN THE TARGET
EMPHASIS ON ESSENTIAL KUDs—WHAT’S REALLY NON-NEGOTIABLE
TEXT (INCLUDING DIRECTIONS) AT APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY
PEER-PAIRS
TEXT (INCLUDING DIRECTIONS) IN STUDENT’S FIRST LANGUAGE
SOME PHASES OF WRITING IN THE STUDENT’S FIRST LANGUAGE
FRONT-LOADING ACADEMIC VOCABULARY
SMALL GROUP INSTRUCTION AND DISCUSSION (ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITY FOR

MEANING MAKING)
PLANNED & CONSISTENT OPPORTUNITY FOR SKILLS PRACTICE
EQUALIZER ADJUSTMENTS
MODELING/MODELS AT STUDENT’S CHALLENGE LEVEL
TARGETED HOMEWORK, CENTER-BASED PRACTICE, ETC.
ASSIGNMENTS IN PARTS (A STEP AT A TIME)
CLEAR FEEDBACK FROM TEACHER AND PEERS
GRAPHIC ORGANIZERS, TEMPLATES
MULTIPLE MODES OF INPUT
MULTIPLE MODES OF SENSE MAKING
STUDENT GOAL-SETTING AND GOAL-REVIEW

New World Explorers
KNOW
• Names of New World Explorers
• Key events of contribution

UNDERSTAND

• Exploration involves
– risk
– costs and benefits
– success and failure

Do
• Use resource materials to illustrate

& support ideas

New World Explorers
Using a teacher-provided list 

of resources and list of 
product options, show 
how 2 key explorers took 
chances, experienced 
success and failure, and 
brought about both 
positive and negative 
change. Provide 
proof/evidence.

Using reliable and 
defensible research, 
develop a way to 
show how New 
World Explorers were 
paradoxes. Include 
and go beyond the 
unit principles
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If Version 1 of the task is too demanding for students with more 
complex learning challenges, consider:

Providing resource boxes with appropriate materials,
Having students meet in start-up groups with the teacher to plan,
Enabling the student to use his/her first language,
Using brainstorming or think-tank groups prior to beginning work,
Providing graphic organizers  with prompts to guide gathering and

synthesizing information,
Giving directions one step at a time,
Having students check in with the teacher after each step, 
Having students who need planning assistance create a timeline/checklist 

for completing their work,
Writing the directions with more basic vocabulary, 
Writing the directions in bulleted form, 
Providing a model of straightforward, competent student work,
Providing a summary of ideas in the student’s first language to

support comprehension,
Providing a list of key vocabulary with clear explanations,
Using “experts of the day” to answer questions,
Etc.

1. Teaching is a complex act because of the unique learning characteristics of each 
student.

2. Differentiation is a natural part of curriculum development, delivery, and 
refinement, and should not be perceived as an extra step or a process that
is implemented for a select group of students.

3. Most teachers differentiate instruction at least to some degree.  The need is to formalize
it, extend it, and make it proactive.

4. It’s initially more efficient for classroom teachers and specialists to collaborate in
planning differentiated curriculum and instruction.

5.   Teaching for students with disabilities is substantively the same as effective
teaching for all students, and it enriches and expands learning options. 

Adapted from: Villa, R., & Thousand, J., (2005). Creating an inclusive  school (2nd 
Ed.),  Alexandria, VA: ASCD, p. 153.

What would we in terms of instruction
if we made decisions from a position of

“advanced” moral or ethical development—
If  that were our “North”?

We’d create schools & classrooms that ensure 
equity of access to excellence for each s tudent.
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Kathleen--Age 14

Push me!  See how far I go!

Work me ‘till I drop--

Then pick me up.

Open a door,

And make me run to it before it closes. 

Teach me so that I might learn,

Then show me the Tunnel of Experience,
And let me walk through it alone.

Then, when, near the end, I look back, 

And see another in the Tunnel,
with you watching

I shall smile!

My  Stream of  Consciousness
You think that I don’t know that you think
I got an F because I’m lazy and indifferent.
But maybe I’m just under-challenged and under-appreciated.
Deep down I am begging you to teach me
To learn and create--not just to memorize and regurgitate.
I’m asking you to help me find my own voice.
I’m asking you to help me find my own beauty.
I’m asking you to help me find my own unique truth.
We need a miracle
One for every kid who subconsciously wants
To be pushed to the edge/taken to the most extreme limits.
I want you to make my brain work in a hundred different

ways every day.
I’m asking you to make my head ache with knowledge--

spin with ideas.
I want you to make my mind my most powerful asset.

--Siem Tesfaslase, 10th grade, Arlington High School
Indianapolis, Indiana

In Y. Jackson “Reversing Underachievement in  Urban Students:  Pedagogy of Confidence”
Developing Minds:  A Resource Book for Teaching Thinking -p.222
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